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Abstract

Code-switching is the communication phe-
nomenon where the speakers switch be-
tween different languages during a conversa-
tion. With the widespread adoption of con-
versational agents and chat platforms, code-
switching has become an integral part of writ-
ten conversations in many multi-lingual com-
munities worldwide. Therefore, it is essential
to develop techniques for understanding and
summarizing these conversations. Towards
this objective, we introduce the task of ab-
stractive summarization of Hindi-English (Hi-
En) code-switched conversations. We also
develop the first code-switched conversation
summarization dataset - GupShup, which con-
tains over 6,800 Hi-En conversations and their
corresponding human-annotated summaries in
English (En) and Hi-En. We present a de-
tailed account of the entire data collection and
annotation process. We analyze the dataset
using various code-switching statistics. We
train state-of-the-art abstractive summariza-
tion models and report their performances us-
ing both automated metrics and human eval-
uation. Our results show that multi-lingual
mBART and multi-view seq2seq models ob-
tain the best performances on this new dataset.
We also conduct an extensive qualitative analy-
sis to provide insight into the models and some
of their shortcomings.

1 Introduction

Conversation summarization is the process of gen-
erating a condensed version of a given conversation
while preserving the most salient aspects. With the
extensive use of various chat applications such as
messaging apps and virtual assistants (Klopfenstein
et al., 2017), there has been a growing interest in

∗Emails ids of the corresponding authors are,
lm4428@nyu.edu, Debanjan.Mahata@moodys.com,
rajivratn@iiitd.ac.in. Authors 1,2,3, and 4 have equal
contributions. Debanjan Mahata participated in this work as
an Adjunct Faculty at IIIT-Delhi.

the abstractive summarization of written conversa-
tions (Mehdad et al., 2014; Goo and Chen, 2018;
Zhao et al., 2019). Automatic conversation summa-
rization has potential applications in various fields
such as healthcare (Song et al., 2020), call cen-
ters (Alam et al., 2016), education (Joshi and Rosé,
2007), and many other areas (Feng et al., 2021).

One of the biggest challenges in conversa-
tion summarization has been the lack of large
datasets with human-annotated summaries. Most
researchers evaluate their summarization tech-
niques on transcriptions of AMI (Carletta et al.,
2005), or ICSI meeting corpus (Janin et al., 2003)
using the meeting topics as summaries. These cor-
pora are very useful for various speech-related re-
search problems, but they do not represent writ-
ten conversations in chat applications. Recently,
(Gliwa et al., 2019) published the SAMSum cor-
pus, which contains over 16,000 written English
conversations and their corresponding manually an-
notated summaries. Though these conversations
were not extracted from actual chat applications,
they were created by linguists to replicate natural
conversations. To our knowledge, this is the largest
summarization dataset for written conversations.

Leon: kya tujeh abhi tak naukari nahi mili?
Arthur: nahi bro, abhi bhi unemployed :D
Leon: hahaha, LIVING LIFE
Arthur: mujeh yeh bahot acha lagta hai, dopahar ko jagata hoon, sports
dekhta hoon - ek aadmi ko aur kya chahiye?
Leon: a paycheck? ;)
Arthur: mean mat bano ...
Leon: but seriously, mere dosth ke company mein ek junior project
manager offer hai, tujeh interest hai?
Arthur: sure thing, tere pass details hai?
Leon: <file_photo>
English Summary: Arthur is still unemployed. Leon sends him a job
offer for junior project manager position. Arthur is interested.

Table 1: Example of a code-switched Hi-En conversa-
tion and the corresponding En summary. : En words,

: transliterated Hi words, : language-agnostic
words such as named entities and punctuation marks

The SAMSum corpus is monolingual (English);
therefore any model trained on this dataset may
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not adapt effectively to multi-lingual, especially
code-switched conversations where speakers alter-
nate between different languages within the scope
of a conversation or even an utterance (Gumperz,
1977; Muysken et al., 2000; Myers-Scotton, 1997).
Code-switching is commonly observed during in-
teractions between peers who are fluent in multiple
languages. For example, in the Indian subcontinent,
it is common for people to alternate between En-
glish and other regional languages like Hindi over
the course of a single conversation. Code-switching
is an integral part of both written and spoken con-
versations for various multi-lingual communities
across the world (Auer, 2013). Developing mod-
els that can accurately process code-switched text
is essential to the proliferation of NLP technolo-
gies to these communities and contributes towards
the diversity and inclusivity of language resources
(Joshi et al., 2020). However, building such models
would require high-quality human-curated datasets.

This paper introduces the task of abstractive sum-
marization of open-domain code-switched written
conversations. Namely, given a multi-party con-
versation in Hi-En, the objective is to generate a
summary in English, as shown in Table 1. A multi-
party code-switched conversation C is a sequence
of n utterances {u1, u2, ..., un}, where the ith ut-
terance ui is written by pj one of the k partici-
pants. The utterance ui is a sequence of m tokens
{x1, x2, ..., xm}, where the tokens could either be
in English or transliterated from Hindi. The goal of
the code-switched conversation summarization task
is to generate an English summary that captures the
most salient aspects of the conversation.
These English summaries could serve as input to
other downstream NLP models, often trained on
English data, to perform various tasks such as in-
tent classification, question answering, and item
recommendation. To facilitate this task, we present
a new corpus named GupShup1, which contains
over 6,800 Hi-En2 code-switched conversations
and corresponding human-annotated summaries in
En and Hi-En. We build this dataset by manually
translating a subset of conversations and summaries
from the SAMSum corpus (Gliwa et al., 2019) from

1The word ‘gupshup’ means conversations for fun in Hindi
and Urdu languages. The proposed dataset in this paper is
named as ’GupShup’ for reflecting the nature of the content in
the conversations and has no connection with the messaging
platform gupshup.io.

2Throughout the paper we denote code-switched Hindi
English conversations by Hi-En. This is also popularly known
as Hinglish.

En to Hi-En. This effort has not only developed
the first code-switched conversation summarization
corpus but also a parallel corpus of En and Hi-En
conversations with 76,330 utterances. Following
are some of the main contributions of this work:
•We present the first open-domain code-switched
conversation summarization dataset - GupShup3

with over 6,800 Hi-En conversations and their cor-
responding annotated summaries in En and Hi-En.
• We characterize the complexity of this dataset
through various code-switching statistics.
• Through rigorous experimental work, we bench-
mark the performances of various state-of-the-art
abstractive summarization models.
• We perform a thorough human evaluation and
qualitative analysis to provide insight into the
strengths and shortcomings of different language
models when dealing with code-switched data.

2 Background

In the linguistics community, code-switching typi-
cally refers to the change of language or grammat-
ical systems from one utterance to another within
the same conversation (Gumperz, 1982). On the
other hand, code-mixing refers to the use of lin-
guistic units such as phrases, words, or morphemes
of one language in the utterance of another lan-
guage (Myers-Scotton, 1997; Myers-Scotton et al.,
2002). In other words, code-switching is an inter-
utterance, and code-mixing is an intra-utterance
phenomenon. However, in this paper, we use the
term code-switching to refer to both these concepts.

Code-switching has started to gain some trac-
tion from computational linguists over the last few
years (Barman et al., 2014b; Bali et al., 2014),
where they developed datasets for many interesting
problems such as language identification (Das and
Gambäck, 2014), part of speech tagging (Barman
et al., 2014a), question answering (Chandu et al.,
2015), and named entity recognition (Singh et al.,
2018). Additionally, researchers have also started
to develop objective metrics that characterize the
complexity of code-switching in a given corpus
(Gambäck and Das, 2016; Guzmán et al., 2017).
For a thorough review of datasets and other devel-
opments in this space, we recommend the review
paper from (Sitaram et al., 2019).

Most of the code-switched datasets typically con-
tain individual posts or comments from social me-
dia applications like Twitter and Facebook anno-

3https://github.com/midas-research/gupshup
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Dataset Conversational Task
(Das and Gambäck, 2014) 7 Language identification and POS tagging
(Barman et al., 2014a) 7 POS tagging
(Chandu et al., 2015) 7 Question Answering
(Jamatia et al., 2015) 7 Language identification
(Jamatia et al., 2016) 7 Language identification
(Banerjee et al., 2016) 7 Question Answering
(Chakma and Das, 2016) 7 Information Retrieval
(Patro et al., 2017) 7 Language identification
(Bohra et al., 2018) 7 Hate-speech Text Classification
(Gupta et al., 2018) 7 Question Answering
(Banerjee et al., 2018) 3 Close domain conversation system
(Chandu et al., 2018) 7 Question Answering
(Patra et al., 2018) 7 Sentiment analysis
(Singh et al., 2018) 7 Named Entity Recognition.
(Bhat et al., 2018) 7 Dependency parsing
(Bawa et al., 2018) 3 Accommodation quantification
(Khanuja et al., 2020) 3 Natural Language Inference
GupShup (This work) 3 Open domain conversation summarization

Table 2: Comparison of GupShup with existing datasets on Hindi-English code-switched language tasks.

tated for different NLP tasks. There are very few
code-switched datasets that contain complete con-
versations: back and forth utterances from multiple
participants. Notable examples are: (1) Bangor
Miami corpus (Margaret et al., 2014), which con-
tains audio recordings and transcripts of informal
Spanish-English (Sp-En) multi-party conversations,
(2) COMMONAMIGOS corpus (Ahn et al., 2020),
which contains 587 Sp-En conversations between
human users and a dialogue system, (3) DSTC2
corpus (Banerjee et al., 2018), which contains Hi-
En translations of the restaurant reservation dataset.
As shown in Table 2, there are only three datasets
with Hindi-English code-switched conversations,
but none of them contain summaries.

A large majority of research in abstractive sum-
marization focuses on news articles (Hermann
et al., 2015; Grusky et al., 2018a; Narayan et al.,
2018a) and scientific papers (Cohan et al., 2018),
because of the availability of large benchmark
datasets. The task of summarizing open-domain
multi-party conversations has not been investigated
until recently with the introduction of SAMSum
(Gliwa et al., 2019). (Chen and Yang, 2020)
obtained state-of-the-art results on this corpus
with their multi-view sequence-to-sequence model,
which extracts different views of the conversation,
encodes them in an LSTM-based model, and then
uses an attention-based mechanism in the decoding
phase to generate the summary.

Conversation summarization is a challenging re-
search problem because conversations are filled
with various complex linguistic phenomenon such
as informality, verbosity, interruptions, backchan-
neling, reconfirmations, hesitations, and many im-
plicit connotations (Sacks et al., 1978). Therefore,

it is difficult for current summarization approaches
to identify the most relevant and salient aspects
of a conversation (Chen and Yang, 2020). The
code-switched nature of our data poses additional
challenges. We believe the task’s challenging na-
ture would encourage the development of better
multi-lingual language models and facilitate a new
direction of research in the area of summarization,
leading to innovations in modeling architectures,
especially for code-switched text.

3 Data Collection

The goal of our annotation process is to build a
Hi-En code-switched conversation summarization
dataset. We first considered the option of creating
summaries for an existing code-switched conversa-
tional dataset like DSTC2 (Banerjee et al., 2018).
Though this dataset is substantially large with over
50,000 utterances, it is not open-domain and only
contains human-computer conversations focused
on restaurant reservations, thus lacking linguistic
diversity. We, therefore, chose the option of manu-
ally translating the SAMSum corpus (Gliwa et al.,
2019) from En to Hi-En.
Annotation Process - We hired eight annotators
who are fluent in both Hindi and English. We first
explained the concept of code-switching and pro-
vided them with a few reference examples anno-
tated by the authors. Based on our interactions
with the annotators, we observed that Hi-En code-
switching was an integral part of their vernacular.
They also frequently used code-switching on social
media and chat applications.

We first provided each annotator with a random
sample of ten conversations. We instructed them
to first go through the conversation and the corre-
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Karen: Hey guys! Is anyone in the office. I
forgot my key... :/

Karen: Hey guys! Kya koi office mein hai.
Main apni chaabi bhool gayi... :/

John: I’ll be there in 1 hour. John: Main waha pe hounga in 1 hour.
Patrick: Oh no! I’m sorry, can’t help you.
I’m out of office today.

Patrick: Oh no! I’m sorry, main help nahi kar
sakta. Maine office se bahar hu aaj.

Mary: Are you by the entrance? I should be
there soon.

Mary: Kya tume entrance pe ho? I should be
there soon.

Karen: Thanks Mary, yes, I’m here. Karen: Thanks Mary, yes, main yaha hu.
Mary: I think I see you. 2 minutes I’m there. Mary: I think main tumhe dekh sakti hu. 2

minutes, main waha hu
Karen: Thanks a lot! Karen: Thanks a lot!
Karen forgot the key to the office. Mary will
be there soon to let her in.

Karen apni chaabi bhool gayi office ki. Mary
waha pe hogi thodi der mein usko andar aane
ke liye.

Table 3: Sample conversation and summary from SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) (first column) and the correspond-
ing Hi-En code-switched conversation and summary in GupShup (second column).

sponding summary in English and then translate the
content to Hi-En, assuming it was an interaction
between themselves and their friends. However,
they could not introduce or remove any utterances
during translation but rather do an utterance by ut-
terance translation. We asked the annotators to tran-
scribe the resulting conversations only in Roman-
ized text: transliterate the Hindi words. They used
the same process for translating the summaries.

After the annotators completed translating the
initial random samples, we provided feedback in
terms of format and organization of the data. Once
they were comfortable with the process, we as-
signed them random batches of conversations, and
they worked independently based on their sched-
ules. The contributions of each annotator were
mainly driven by their availability. Due to time and
resource constraints, we only had one translation
for a given source conversation. The entire anno-
tation process lasted for around three months, at
the end of which we translated 6,831 conversations
containing 76,330 utterances. To our knowledge,
this is also the largest parallel corpus for Hi-En and
En languages containing 109,346 sentences, out of
which 48,578 are code-switched.

Table 3 shows a sample conversation and sum-
mary in English and the corresponding code-
switched translations. As demonstrated in this ex-
ample, the annotators preserved the use of punctu-
ation and emojis in the original text. This sample
also demonstrates different types of code-switching
patterns. For example, in the first utterance, an
English term office is inserted in the middle of a
transliterated Hindi sentence. The same applies
to the phrase 1 hour in the second utterance. In
the fourth utterance, the speaker Mary switches
from Hindi to English in the middle of an utterance.
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Figure 1: Distribution of number of utterances per con-
versation.

In the last utterance, the speaker Karen switched
entirely to English though they initiated the conver-
sation in Hi-En.

Hindi and many other Indian languages exhibit
inflection of verbs based on the gender of the
speaker (Kumar et al., 2019). For example, the
sentence I read, when said by someone of mas-
culine gender in Hindi, would be: main padhtaa
hoon, but when said by someone of the feminine
gender would be: main padhtee hoon. The verb
padh was inflected by the gender of the speaker.
During the annotation process, we did not provide
any explicit instructions about this inflection, but
the annotators used the speaker’s names or conver-
sational context to derive the gender and used that
information for translation. For example, the term
hounga in the second utterance of the conversation
in Table 1 is a reflection of John’s perceived mas-
culine gender. Likewise, the term sakti in the sixth
utterance reflects Mary’s perceived gender.

4 Corpus Analysis

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of
utterances per conversation. Gupshup has 76,330
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utterances, where the shortest conversation has one
utterance and the longest has 31 utterances. The
average length of a conversation is 11.17 utterances.
The English version of the corpus had 28.6 words
per utterance and 19,252 unique words, whereas
GupShup has 31.1 words per utterance and 25,865
unique words. A large portion of the data (73.6%
of conversations) had only two participants, 18.7%
of the conversations had 3 participants, 5.2% had 4
participants, and the remaining conversations had
more than 4 participants.

Language Tagging - Since GupShup is a code-
switched corpus, it is essential to analyze and quan-
tify the complexity of code-switching in the corpus,
which requires us first to identify the language as-
sociated with each token. Since this is a parallel
corpus, we used information from the source ut-
terances to determine non-English tokens in the
translated utterance. More specifically, for a given
pair of utterances, we first removed all the punctua-
tion marks, emojis, and numerical tokens. We then
identified named entities in the English utterance,
and if these entities also appeared in the translated
utterance, the corresponding tokens were excluded
from language tagging. Of the remaining tokens, if
any of them appeared in the English utterance, we
tagged them as English.

We repeated the same process on the remaining
tokens but with their lemmatized versions because
we observed that sometimes the annotators used
the English word from a source utterance in a dif-
ferent part of speech. For e.g. the phrase "a few
years after we graduated" was translated to "grad-
uation ke kuch saal baad". Here graduation can be
accurately tagged as English using lemmatization.
Lastly, the remaining tokens in the Hi-En utterance
were tagged as Hindi.

We observed that this process captured most En-
glish tokens in the translated utterances, except
when the annotators introduced a new English to-
ken. For example, one annotator translated the
phrase "I have been thinking for a while" to "Main
kaafi time se soch rahi hu", where they introduced
the token time. However, we observed that this was
a rare phenomenon and did not sway the analysis
significantly.

Code-switching statistics - Per the language tag-
ging approach described above, 18.15% (13,760) of
the utterances were entirely in transliterated Hindi,
23.49% (17,804) were entirely in English. The
majority of the utterances, 58.86% (43,407), were

Vocabulary size 26,865
English vocabulary 11,616
Hindi vocabulary 12,016
Total utterances 76,330
Unique utterances 75,791
Code-switched utterances 43,407
Hindi utterances 13,760
English utterances 17,804
Avg. length of utterance 10.07
Avg. # of code-switched utterances per conversation 6.35
# of code-switched utterances with Hindi matrix 45,644
# of code-switched utterances with English matrix 2,934
# of Hindi insertions into English Matrix 2,810
# of English insertions in Hindi Matrix 38,539

Table 4: Code-switching statistics of the GupShup
dataset.

code-switched: had a combination of Hindi and
English tokens. Table 4 has more detailed code-
switching statistics of the corpus.

We determine the matrix language (Myers-
Scotton et al., 2002)4 of a sentence using the heuris-
tics proposed in (Dhar et al., 2018). Namely, we
define a sentence as Hindi if (a) the majority of
tokens are Hindi, (b) we detect the use of any Ro-
manized Hindi verbs, or (c) we detect the use of
Romanized Hindi bi-grams. Per this definition on
the 43,407 code-switched utterances, the matrix
language of 45,644 sentences was Hindi, and 2,934
sentences were in English.

Based on the matrix language and token-level
language tags, we further analyzed the code-
switching complexity using the metrics Cavg (Gam-
bäck and Das, 2016), Cc (Banerjee et al., 2018),
and I-index (Guzman et al., 2016). These metrics
quantify complexity in terms of the number of for-
eign language tokens and switch points. On our cor-
pus, we estimated that Cc = 63.25, Cavg = 13.57,
and I-index was 0.14. For reference, (Gambäck
and Das, 2016) applied these metrics to the differ-
ent code-switching datasets from (Solorio et al.,
2014) and observed that English-Nepalese corpus
had the highest levels of switching with Cc value of
49.06 and Cavg value of 7.98. These metrics show
that GupShup has high levels of code-switching
complexity.

5 Empirical Benchmarks

In our experimental work, we employ the follow-
ing six abstractive summarization models: GPT-
2, BART, PEGASUS, T5, multitask T5, mBART,

4Matrix language represents the underlying language
choice, therefore, driving the grammatical structure of a sen-
tence
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and multi-view seq2seq model (Chen and Yang,
2020). Most of these transformer models were
pre-trained on English corpora, except for mBART,
which was trained on multilingual data. We expect
our results to serve as empirical benchmarks for
future researchers. We used 5,831/500/500 conver-
sations as our train, dev, and test splits, respectively.
We trained all the models for three epochs, with
evaluation on the dev set after each epoch. Due
to constraints on computing resources, we used a
smaller mBART model with a 12-layer encoder
and a 6-layer decoder. For the T5 model5, we tried
both fine-tuning and multitask learning approach
(T5 MTL); for the latter approach, we trained the
model for both summarization and translation. We
ran this entire process for three experimental setups:
(1) En summaries from Hi-En conversations, (2) En
summaries from En conversations, and (3) Hi-En
summaries from Hi-En conversations. All models
were trained using Huggingface’s transformer li-
brary on Google colab GPU enabled platform. The
model performances are reported in terms of the
following automatic evaluation metrics: ROUGE
(R1, R2, RL) (Lin, 2004), BLEURT (Sellam et al.,
2020), BERT-score (Zhang et al., 2020), BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002), and METEOR (Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005).
Results - The results are summarized in Table 5.
In generating English summaries from Hi-En con-
versations, the mBART model obtained the best R1
and R2 scores; this is likely because it is the only
model to have been trained on multiple languages
and therefore better understands code-switching
points in the conversation. The multi-view model
obtained the best RL, BLEURT, and BLEU scores.
Though this model was pre-trained only on English
data, it explicitly extracts conversational structure
to help with the summary generation.

The T5 MTL model outperformed the T5 model
across all metrics and also achieved the best ME-
TEOR score. We applied the Wilcoxon-signed rank

5We also trained mT5. However, even after training for
30 epochs with early stopping we barely got a ROUGE-1
score of 31.06, ROUGE-2 score of 9.41 and ROUGE-L score
of 25.33, which were lesser than what we obtained using
T5. On manually analyzing the results, we observed that
the summaries produced by mT5 were not grammatically
sound, there were lot of repetitions, the entities mentioned
in the summaries were wrong, and relevant points from the
conversations were missing in the summaries. This is very
surprising. Since we decided to keep only the top performing
models in the final results table and could not understand
the reason behind such poor performance of mT5 we did not
pursue it further.
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Hi-En conversations−→ En summaries
mBART 43.14 16.83 33.87 -0.46 0.90 9.96 26.74
Multi-view 41.21 16.16 39.80 -0.43 0.90 11.45 28.75
PEGASUS 41.60 15.72 32.91 -0.44 0.90 8.91 25.55
T5 MTL 40.84 15.50 30.38 -0.47 0.90 11.05 30.8
T5 37.52 12.60 27.55 -0.56 0.89 8.12 26.92
BART 39.75 14.09 31.52 -0.52 0.90 6.92 23.73
GPT2 13.52 2.59 10.5 -1.03 0.84 2.21 12.05
En conversations−→ En summaries
mBART 49.69 24.36 40.40 -0.35 0.91 14.37 32.44
Multi-view 50.65 25.04 40.13 -0.30 0.92 18.34 39.04
PEGASUS 50.53 25.77 41.94 -0.28 0.92 17.47 36.64
T5 45.62 21.65 35.25 -0.46 0.91 14.95 38.24
BART 46.47 21.79 37.74 -0.39 0.91 14.37 32.44
GPT2 15.78 5.42 13.58 -0.98 0.84 2.78 14.75
Hi-En conversations−→ Hi-En summaries
mBART 19.98 2.89 16.7 -0.88 0.83 1.60 10.42
Multi-view 21.92 4.55 18.16 -0.83 0.85 2.27 9.94
PEGASUS 35.69 11.01 28.78 -0.72 0.86 6.16 20.91
T5 31.85 7.90 24.13 -0.72 0.86 5.51 20.6
BART 36.28 11.45 28.92 -0.70 0.87 5.96 21.82

Table 5: Performance of all the models across various
metrics for three experimental setups.

test for the ROUGE-1 scores of the two T5 models
and obtained a p-value of 7.1e-16 at a confidence
level of 5%, indicating a statistically significant
difference. This observation suggests that summa-
rization task would benefit from translation task
due to the multi-lingual and parallel nature of the
dataset. Therefore, we expect the other models
could also benefit from a multi-task learning setup.

In the second experimental setup, where English
summaries were generated from English conversa-
tions, we observed a significant improvement for
all the models and across all the metrics. This ob-
servation is expected as most of these models have
been pre-trained on English data. The multi-view
model obtained the best R1, BLEU, and METEOR
scores, whereas the PEGASUS model obtained
the best R2, RL, and BLEU scores. Once again
mBART obtained better scores than BART, but the
difference is less pronounced than for Hi-En con-
versations. It is unclear if the superior performance
of mBART is due to multilinguality or because it
was pre-trained on more English data. In the future,
we would like to explore the use of Devanagari
script for the portions of the conversations that are
in Hindi as opposed to the Romanized script since
models like mBART have been exposed to Devana-
gari script.

In both these experimental setups, we observed
that GPT-2 model obtained the lowest scores, but
further analysis helped us realize that the sum-
maries generated by this model were not seman-
tically meaningful and often contained repeated
words. This could be attributed to the model’s ar-
chitecture which contains only a decoder and can-
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not, therefore, create a meaningful representation
of the source conversation (Rothe et al., 2020). Ad-
ditionally, we also observed minimal variance in
BERTScore values across the models, suggesting it
may not be the most effective metric for measuring
the quality of summaries.

In the third experimental setup, we generated
Hi-En summaries from Hi-En conversations. Here
we observed a steep drop in performance of all the
models when compared to generating English sum-
maries. However, this drop was less prominent for
BART, which obtained the best scores across most
metrics. Another interesting observation is that,
despite being multilingual, mBART generated poor
Hi-En summaries. Overall, from this experiment,
we observe that most language models may not be
capable of generating Hi-En summaries.
Human Evaluation - We conducted a human eval-
uation of the English summaries generated by all
the models for a random selection of 100 Hi-En
conversations. Following (Fabbri et al., 2020), we
had three annotators rate the summaries for the
following four metrics6: consistency, coherence,
fluency, and relevance on a Likert scale of 1 to 5.
The results, average Likert score normalized to the
range 0 to 1, are summarized in Table 6.

The multi-view model obtained the best scores
for consistency and relevance, whereas the PEGA-
SUS model obtained the best scores for coherence
and fluency. The mBART model also obtained
comparable scores. These observations are reason-
ably consistent with the numbers in Table 5 except
for PEGASUS, which may not have obtained the
highest scores in automatic metrics but generated
more coherent and fluent summaries.

Model Coherence Consistency Fluency Relevance
mBART 0.81 0.63 0.85 0.65
Multi-view 0.83 0.65 0.86 0.65
PEGASUS 0.84 0.58 0.87 0.60
T5 MTL 0.70 0.55 0.77 0.55
T5 0.67 0.532 0.77 0.54
BART 0.73 0.56 0.74 0.55
GPT2 0.37 0.36 0.52 0.33

Table 6: Human evaluation of En summaries generated
from Hi-En conversations.

Given the variety of automatic metrics for mea-
suring the quality of summaries, we also wanted
to understand how they correlate with human judg-
ments. Table 7 summarizes the Spearman corre-

6More details on the definitions of the metrics can be found
in (Fabbri et al., 2020).

lation between all the automatic metrics and hu-
man evaluations. All the ROUGE-based metrics
and BLEURT were strongly correlated with hu-
man evaluations, but METEOR had a very low
correlation. Perhaps, as a next step, we could con-
sider fine-tuning BLEURT on this dataset to serve
as a measure of quality for summaries from code-
switching conversations.

Metric R
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Coherence 0.86 0.82 0.89 0.93 0.80 0.57 0.18
Consistency 0.86 0.93 1.00 0.93 0.80 0.71 0.32
Fluency 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.93 0.67 0.75 0.46
Relevance 0.89 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.80 0.86 0.50
Overall 0.89 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.80 0.86 0.50

Table 7: Correlation between human judgements and
automatic metrics for En summaries generated from Hi-
En conversations.

6 Qualitative Analysis

Error Analysis - To get a better insight into the
generated summaries, we chose a random sample
of 100 conversations both English and Hi-En code-
switched, and analyzed English summaries gener-
ated by all the models. We classified each summary
into one or more of the following four error cate-
gories: (a) missing information (MI): the generated
summary is missing a salient aspect mentioned in
the reference summary, (b) erroneous reference
(ER): one of the speakers is incorrectly associated
with an action or location, (c) incorrect inference
(II): summary contains a statement that cannot be
inferred or reasoned from the conversation, and
(d) wrong pronouns (WP): summary misrepresents
a speaker’s gender. These classes were not pre-
determined, but grew out of the error analysis. Ta-
ble 8 shows an example of a summary generated
from Hi-En conversation that has different types of
errors. The results are summarized in Table 9.

As with automatic metrics (Table 5), the error
analysis also shows that the models summarize
English conversations better. We observe that all
models miss important information when summa-
rizing; however, this was more pronounced with Hi-
En conversations suggesting code-switching adds
more complexity to the summarization process. In-
terestingly, the T5 model has the fewest MI er-
rors when summarizing English conversations. The
multi-view model had the fewest ER errors, likely
because it explicitly tracks speakers and therefore
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Randy: Natalie, we’re dead, look what happened!?
Natalie: What’s wrong?
Randy: <file_video>
Natalie: No way, how did Sally and Molly get to the parent’s bed-
room?!!
Randy: I’ve no idea, someone must have left the door open
Natalie: It looks really nasty! Why are all the sheets so dirty?
Randy: I think they both went to play in the mud and then somehow
ended up here
Natalie: Jesus Christ, mum is going to be really mad! Start cleaning it
Randy: I know, but it’s hopeless, parents might here any minute
Natalie: Just do it, I’ll be back as soon as I can!
Reference summary: Sally and Molly possibly played in the mud and
got to parent’s bedroom, where they made a mess. Randy will start
cleaning and Natalie will join him as soon as she can, because parents
might be here any minute.
Summary from Hi-En conversation: Natalie’s parents are dead.
Randy thinks Sally and Molly are in their parents bedroom. Natalie
thinks they’re dead.
Summary from En conversation: Sally and Molly got into the parent’s
bedroom. The sheets are dirty. Randy thinks they went to play in the
mud and then ended up here.

Table 8: Example of a generated summary with multi-
ple errors.

Error Type m
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Hi-En conversations −→ En summaries
MI 77 75 81 69 63 87 75.33
ER 41 21 37 77 49 48 45.50
II 82 69 78 87 75 76 77.83
WP 2 0 0 1 1 1 0.83
En conversations −→ En summaries
MI 72 62 67 43 n/a 79 64.60
ER 49 31 11 43 n/a 48 36.40
II 58 27 42 42 n/a 70 47.80
WP 6 2 0 2 n/a 1 2.20

Table 9: Distribution of error types in summaries gen-
erated by all models.

less likely to associate them with incorrect actions.
The II errors have increased significantly for all the
models when summarizing Hi-En conversations,
further demonstrating the inability of the models
to understand code-switched conversations. We
noticed that even though the models select salient
aspects of the conversations, the summaries have
incorrect inferences because some of the critical
tokens in the conversation were code-switched.
Summary Compression - We measured the com-
pression ratio of the summaries generated by all
models for both En and Hi-En conversations as
show in figure 2. Per (Grusky et al., 2018b), com-
pression ratio is defined as the ratio of the number
of tokens in the conversations to that of the sum-
maries. We observe that all the models seem to
generate shorter summaries for Hi-En conversa-
tions. This is understandable considering that most
of these models are pre-trained on English data;
therefore, when exposed to Hi-En conversations,
the English content becomes less frequent and frag-
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Figure 2: Compression ratios of summaries generated
by all the models.
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Figure 3: Proportion of the new n-grams generated by
each model wrt source conversations.

mented, resulting in the models under-generating
or even stopping early. Compared to reference sum-
maries, BART, mBART, and PEGASUS seem to
generate more compressed summaries, whereas T5
and GPT-2 generate longer summaries. This could
also explain why T5 has fewer MI errors.
Quantifying Abstractiveness - During our error
analysis, we also observed that the summaries gen-
erated from English conversations were often more
extractive than abstractive, where the models were
selecting the most salient phrases in the source con-
versations. Following (Narayan et al., 2018b), we
quantified the abstractiveness of the summaries by
calculating the portion of new n-gram generated
by the models for English. Namely, we report the
ratio of n-grams that were part of the summaries
but not the source conversations to the total number
of n-grams in the summaries. When compared to
reference summaries, all the models seem to be
more extractive in nature. Of the five models here,
T5 generated the most novel n-grams despite not in-
troducing many new uni-grams, which is consistent
with the low compression ratio of T5.
Model Diversity - Since we have employed differ-
ent language models in our work, we wanted to
understand how similar are the summaries gener-
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Figure 4: ROUGE-1 (upper triangular) and ROUGE-4
(lower triangular) scores for summaries generated by
each pair of models from English conversations.

Figure 5: ROUGE-1 (upper triangular) and ROUGE-4
(lower triangular) scores for summaries generated by
each pair of models from Hindi-English conversations.

ated by these models. To this end, we measured
the ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-4 scores between the
summaries from each pair of models. The re-
sults are summarized in Figure 5. We observe
that the ROUGE-1 scores are significantly higher
than ROUGE-4 scores for both En and Hi-En con-
versations suggesting that the models seem to be
choosing a similar set of tokens for summarization.
However, the word order is very different, thus sug-
gesting that the eventual summaries are different.
Table 10 shows an example of one such conversa-
tion and its summaries. Also, the ROUGE-1 and
ROUGE-4 scores between the model are higher
than w.r.t the reference summaries. These findings
are similar to those reported in (Kryscinski et al.,
2019). Lastly, as with reference summaries, the
pairwise ROUGE scores are higher for En than
Hi-En conversations.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented the first code-switched
conversation summarization dataset - GupShup,
which has over 6,800 multi-party open-domain con-
versations and their corresponding summaries in En

Clark: hi, Tumhaari profile kaafi interesting hai
Louise: thank you :)
Clark: yaha jaada John Cage ke fans nazar nhi aate
Louise: mujhe uske music ke fans khi bhi nazar nhi aate
Clark: sahi baat
Clark: yaha pr Saturday ko ek gig hai
Louise: tribute to John Cage
Louise: ha mujhe pta hai!
Clark: do you wanna go?
Louise: mene phle hi ticket leli hai so sure :)
Clark: great! :)

Reference Summary: Clark and Louise are John Cage’s fans. They
will meet at the tribute concert on Saturday. Louise already has her
ticket.
BART: Clark and Louise will go to John Cage’s tribute gig on Saturday.
MBART: Clark and Louise are going to a tribute to John Cage gig on
Saturday.
Multiview: Louise is going to John Cage’s gig on Saturday. Clark is
going too.
Pegasus: Clark and Louise are going to a gig on Saturday to pay tribute
to John Cage.
T5: Clark and Louise are going to John Cage’s tribute gig on Saturday
on Saturday. They have a ticket for the gig, so they’re going to buy it.
T5_MTL: Clark and Louise want to go to a tribute to John Cage gig
on Saturday. Louise has a ticket for the gig.

Table 10: Example of a conversation where the mod-
els generated summaries have high pairwise ROUGE-1
scores but low ROUGE-4 scores.

and Hi-En. We quantified the performance of vari-
ous state-of-the-art neural models using both auto-
matic metrics and human evaluation. mBART and
multi-view models obtained the best scores on au-
tomatic metrics, whereas PEGASUS and mBART
obtained best scores on human judgement. The T5
model generated relatively longer summaries and
was therefore effective in capturing all the salient
aspects of the conversation. ROGUE-based metrics
and BLEURT were highly correlated with the hu-
man judgements but METEOR, BERTScore, and
BLEU proved relatively ineffective for this task.
We also observed that multi-task learning setup
showed promise and we would like to explore this
further.

We conducted an extensive qualitative analysis
of the summaries, which provided very interest-
ing insights into different language models. In the
future, we would like to explore new techniques
for overcoming the various challenges that we ob-
served in this work and would like to dive deeper
in understanding the failures of different language
models when applied to code-switched text.
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A Appendix

A.1 Examples of model generated summaries

Table 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 show the top 3
generated summaries by models trained on sum-
marizing Hi-En code-switched conversations to En
summaries.

Peter: Kya mai tumhari car borrow kar sakta hu?
Hugh: sure
Hugh: but tumhari car ke saath kya hua?
Peter: pata nahi
Peter: aur time nahi hai check karne ka
Peter: mai wese bhi late hu!
Hugh: ok, ok, aake lele
Pegasus generated summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.
Gold summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.
Monica: Kaha ho tum?
Monica: Mai tumhe dekh ni pa rhi.
Lexie: Bs yahi hu.
Monica: OK, waiting.
Pegasus generated summary: Monica is waiting for Lexie.
Gold summary: Monica is waiting for Lexie.
Agatha: meri book read karna khatam kar diya?
Johnny: abhi nahi
Agatha: I see
Pegasus generated summary: Johnny hasn’t read Agatha’s book yet.
Gold summary: Johnny hasn’t finished reading Agatha’s book yet.

Table 11: Top 3 summaries generated by Pegasus
from Hi-En code-switched conversations, in terms of
ROUGE-1 scores.

A.2 Correlation between model
performances in terms of ROUGE-1 and
dataset attributes.

Fig.7 shows the correlation between the several
conversation-summary pair attributes and the per-
formance of the models for generating English sum-
maries from Hi-En conversations. We notice that
the only positive correlation that exists in the fig-
ure is for of English tokens in the conversation to
be summarized.This makes sense because268more
English content in the code-switched conversations

Scott: Hume kaha milna chahiye?
John: at Oculus?
Scott: ok! 7.30 baje
John: yup!
mBART generated summary: Scott and John will meet at Oculus at 7.30.
Gold summary: Scott and John will meet at 7.30 at Oculus.
Ralph: Tum abhi bhi yahi kahi ho?
Mary: Bathroom!
Ralph: Oh! TMI!
Mary: ek sec mein aa raha huu. . .
Ralph: jitna time chaiye utna lo...
mBART generated summary: Mary is in the bathroom.
Gold summary: Mary is in the bathroom.
Peter: Kya mai tumhari car borrow kar sakta hu?
Hugh: sure
Hugh: but tumhari car ke saath kya hua?
Peter: pata nahi
Peter: aur time nahi hai check karne ka
Peter: mai wese bhi late hu!
Hugh: ok, ok, aake lele
mBART generated summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.
Gold summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.

Table 12: Top 3 summaries generated by mBART
from Hi-En code-switched conversations, in terms of
ROUGE-1 scores

Scott: Hume kaha milna chahiye?
John: at Oculus?
Scott: ok! 7.30 baje
John: yup!
Multi-view Seq2Seq generated summary: John and Scott will meet at Oculus at
7.30.
Gold summary: Scott and John will meet at 7.30 at Oculus.
Jude: Tumhara wallet kaha hai mujhe kahi nahi mil raha
Faith: maine apne saath le liya tha
Jude: kyu? I need your credit card to pay the bills
Multi-view Seq2Seq generated summary: Jude needs Faith’s credit card to pay the
bills.
Gold summary: Jude needs Faith’s credit card to pay the bills.
Emir: Etna ki financial statement bhej sakti ho?
Britta: Sure, konsa saal?
Emir: 2017
Britta: Ok
Emir: English mei please
Multi-view Seq2Seq generated summary: Emir will send Britta Etna’s financial
statement in English.
Gold summary: Britta will send Emir Etna’s 2017 financial statement in English.

Table 13: Top 3 summaries generated by Multi-view
Seq2Seq from Hi-En code-switched conversations, in
terms of ROUGE-1 scores

will help the models in making sense of the con-
versations, as they are all trained on only English
corpus except for mBART. Its worth noting that
mBART, which is our only multilingual model has
a negligible positive correlation of 0.07, suggesting
it’s probably using other signals as well, to make
sense of the code-switched conversations benefit-
ing from its multilingual pretraining.

Fig.6 shows the correlation between the several
conversation-summary pair attributes and the per-
formance of the models for generating English sum-
maries from En conversations. We see that PEGA-
SUS, BART, mBART, and Multi-view Seq2Seq are
all negatively correlated to avg. utterance length
of the conversation, number of turns in a conversa-
tion, number of turns/number of participants of a
conversation, length of the conversation, and the
compression ratio of the gold summary with respect
to the conversations to be summarized. T5 largely
remains uncorrelated with any of the conversation-
summary attributes.

A.3 Sample for the Error Analysis
performed in section 6

Table 17 shows the difference in the errors in sum-
maries generated from the same conversation, one
from the respective En conversation and one from
Hi-En code-switched conversation, as mentioned
in section 6.

A.4 Hyperparameters for models trained for
summarization of Hi-En code-switched
conversations to En summaries.

Table 18 reports the hyperparameters of the models
trained for summarization of Hi-En conversations
to English summaries.
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Jamal: < file_photo >
Terry: Taj Mahal!
Maria: Yes, we visited it today with Jamal
Ken: yeh bahut sundat mosque hai!
Maria: it’s not a mosque!
Ken: what?
Maria: it’s a mausoleum
Ken: mujhe hamesha lagta tha it’s a mosque
Jamal: bahut logo ko lagta hai
Maria: it is a mausoleum that an emperor commissioned for his favourite wife
Maria: shayad uska naam Mumtaz Mahal that
Jamal: correct! :D what a good pupil!
Maria: haha, because it’s such a romantic story
Maria: 20000 logo ne Taj Mahal banaya, it’s so monumental
Ken: iss naam kaa kya matlab hai?
Maria: Taj is a short version of Mumtaz
Maria: and Mumtaz Mahal means "Crown of the Palace"
Ken: wow
Maria: Jamal was an amazing guide today
Ken: I wish I was there with you
T5 generated summary: Maria and Jamal visited the Taj Mahal today. The mau-
soleum was commissioned by an emperor for his favourite wife, Mumtaz.
Gold summary: Maria and Jamal visited Taj Mahal today. It’s a mausoleum that an
emperor commissioned for his wife Mumtaz Mahal.
Lidia: Maine bahi tumhe office jaate hue dekha. What the hell are you wearing?
Is it shells?
Brooke: Bas ek purana brooch hai jo maine apni dadi se inheritkiya tha.
Acha hai naa?
Lidia: You crazy woman! Bekar hai.
Mujhe nahi pata log iske baare mein kya kahenge.
Brooke: Mujhe farak nahi padta log kya kahenge.
For me it’s truly wonderful!
Lidia: Wanna go for a cup of coffee?
Brooke: Sure. kitchen mein milte hai in 5 minutes, okay?
Lidia: Okay
T5 generated summary: Lidia and Brooke are going to the office in 5 minutes.
Brooke and Lidia are going for a cup of coffee. Lidia will be in the kitchen in 5
min.
Gold summary: Brooke wears a brooch in the office that she inherited from her
grandmother. Lidia and Brooke will meet in the kitchen in 5 minutes to go for a cup
of coffee.
Robert: Hi Matt
Matt: Hi!
Robert: How are you doing?
Matt: good, thanks, aur tum?
Robert: mai bhi thk hu.
Robert: kal dubara tumse milkr bhut acha lga, although by chance
Matt: yes, bhut mjaa aya tha, I didn’t expect to meet you on the subway
Robert: me neither
Matt: Maybe we should meet again, and not on the subway?
Robert: I’d really like to
Matt: tum kab free ho?
Robert: har Mondays and Tuesdays
Matt: So maybe Monday evening?
Robert: great
Matt: hum sath me dinner kar sakte hai
Robert: theek hai esa hi krenge
Matt: kya mai tumhe pick krne auu after you’re done?
Robert: haan yeh theek rhga !
Matt: ok,toh I’ll be there at 7PM
Robert: good!
T5 generated summary: Robert will meet Matt on the subway on Mondays and
Tuesdays. Matt will pick him up at 7PM. Robert will be there at 7pm.
Gold summary: Matt and Robert will meet on Monday at 7PM. Matt will pick
Robert up. They will have a dinner together.

Table 14: Top 3 summaries generated by T5 from Hi-
En code-switched conversations, in terms of ROUGE-1
scores.

Jamal: < file_photo >
Terry: Taj Mahal!
Maria: Yes, we visited it today with Jamal
Ken: yeh bahut sundat mosque hai!
Maria: it’s not a mosque!
Ken: what?
Maria: it’s a mausoleum
Ken: mujhe hamesha lagta tha it’s a mosque
Jamal: bahut logo ko lagta hai
Maria: it is a mausoleum that an emperor commissioned for his favourite wife
Maria: shayad uska naam Mumtaz Mahal that
Jamal: correct! :D what a good pupil!
Maria: haha, because it’s such a romantic story
Maria: 20000 logo ne Taj Mahal banaya, it’s so monumental
Ken: iss naam kaa kya matlab hai?
Maria: Taj is a short version of Mumtaz
Maria: and Mumtaz Mahal means "Crown of the Palace"
Ken: wow
Maria: Jamal was an amazing guide today
Ken: I wish I was there with you
T5-MTL generated summary: Jamal visited the Taj Mahal today. It’s a mausoleum
that an emperor commissioned for his favourite wife, Mumtaz Mahal.
Gold summary: Maria and Jamal visited Taj Mahal today. It’s a mausoleum that an
emperor commissioned for his wife Mumtaz Mahal.
Lidia: Maine bahi tumhe office jaate hue dekha. What the hell are you wearing?
Is it shells?
Brooke: Bas ek purana brooch hai jo maine apni dadi se inheritkiya tha.
Acha hai naa?
Lidia: You crazy woman! Bekar hai.
Mujhe nahi pata log iske baare mein kya kahenge.
Brooke: Mujhe farak nahi padta log kya kahenge.
For me it’s truly wonderful!
Lidia: Wanna go for a cup of coffee?
Brooke: Sure. kitchen mein milte hai in 5 minutes, okay?
Lidia: Okay
T5-MTL generated summary: Brooke has inherited a brooch from her father.
Brooke will meet Lidia in the kitchen in 5 minutes. Lidia will go for a cup of
coffee.
Gold summary: Brooke wears a brooch in the office that she inherited from her
grandmother. Lidia and Brooke will meet in the kitchen in 5 minutes to go for a cup
of coffee.
Justin: hey max, kya tum abhi free ho?
Max: mai huu
Max: Kya tumhe kuch chahiye?
Justin: mai homeless logo ke liye volunteer kar raha huu at the soup
kitchen aur hume help karne ke liye log chahiye
Max: count me in, Mai vaha 40 minutes mein pahuch jaaunnga
T5-MTL generated summary: Justin is volunteering at the soup kitchen to help the
homeless. Max will be there in 40 minutes and he will be home in about an hour.
Gold summary: Justin is volunteering at the soup kitchen for the homeless. Max
will be there to help out in around 40 minutes.

Table 15: Top 3 summaries generated by T5 trained in
multi-task setting from Hi-En code-switched conversa-
tions, in terms of ROUGE-1 scores

Ralph: Tum abhi bhi yahi kahi ho?
Mary: Bathroom!
Ralph: Oh! TMI!
Mary: ek sec mein aa raha huu. . .
Ralph: jitna time chaiye utna lo...
BART generated summary: Mary is in the bathroom.
Gold summary: Mary is in the bathroom.
Peter: Kya mai tumhari car borrow kar sakta hu?
Hugh: sure
Hugh: but tumhari car ke saath kya hua?
Peter: pata nahi
Peter: aur time nahi hai check karne ka
Peter: mai wese bhi late hu!
Hugh: ok, ok, aake lele
BART generated summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.
Gold summary: Peter will borrow Hugh’s car.
Paula: Mai iss week apni thesis submit kr raha hu
Marcela: Great!
Laura: Congrats!!
BART generated summary: Paula submitted her thesis this week.
Gold summary: Paula is submitting her thesis this week.

Table 16: Top 3 summaries generated by BART
from Hi-En code-switched conversations, in terms of
ROUGE-1 scores
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Randy: Natalie, we’re dead, look what happened!? Randy: Natalie, we’re dead, ye dekh kya hua!?
Natalie: What’s wrong? Natalie: Kya hua?
Randy: <file_video> Randy: <file_video>
Natalie: No way, how did Sally and Molly get to the parent’s bedroom?!! Natalie: No way, Sally aur Molly parents bedroom par kese pohoche?
Randy: I’ve no idea, someone must have left the door open Randy: Mujhe nahi pata, kisi ne door khula chhod diya hoga.
Natalie: It looks really nasty! Why are all the sheets so dirty? Natalie: Ye toh bohot ganda lag raha hai. Ye sheets kyu gandi hai?
Randy: I think they both went to play in the mud and then somehow ended up here Randy: I think wo dono keechad mei khelke yaha aa gaye somehow.
Natalie: Jesus Christ, mum is going to be really mad! Start cleaning it Natalie: Jesus Christ, mumma bohot gussa hongi. Jaldi saaf karo.
Randy: I know, but it’s hopeless, parents might here any minute Randy: Pata hai, but it’s hopeless. Parents yaha aate hi honge wese bhi.
Natalie:Just do it, I’ll be back as soon as I can! Natalie:Bas karle, mai jaldi aati hu!

Summary A: Sally and Molly got into the parent’s bedroom. The sheets are dirty. Randy
thinks they went to play in the mud and then ended up here.

Summary B: Natalie’s parents are dead. Randy thinks Sally and Molly are in their par-
ents bedroom. Natalie thinks they’re dead.

Reference summary: Sally and Molly possibly played in the mud and got to parent’s
bedroom, where they made a mess. Randy will start cleaning and Natalie will join him as
soon as she can, because parents might be here any minute.

Reference summary: Sally and Molly possibly played in the mud and got to parent’s
bedroom, where they made a mess. Randy will start cleaning and Natalie will join him as
soon as she can, because parents might be here any minute.

Table 17: An example of conversation summarization, where the same model summarizes the given example. On
the left, the model generates an English summary from the respective English conversation, and on the right, the
model generates an English summary from the respective Hindi-English code-switched conversation. Both are
erroneous summaries but differ in the error classes that each belong to. Summary A which is generated from
the respective English conversation contains sentences that are irrelevant and misses out on relevant information,
exhibiting the MI (relevant information is missing) error class as mentioned in section 6. Irrelevant lines in the
summary are shown in ( ). On the other hand, summary B which is generated from the respective Hi-En code-
switched conversation also misses relevant information (MI) but also shows a case of instrinsic hallucination.
Phrases exhibiting intrinsic hallucination in the summary are shown in ( ).

Model Learning Rate Optimizer No. Epochs Batch Size No. Beams
GPT2 3e-4 Adam 3 1 4
BART 3e-5 Adam 3 1 4
PEGASUS 5e-4 Adam 3 1 4
T5 MLT 3e-5 Adam 3 1 8
T5 3e-5 Adam 3 1 1
mBART 3e-5 Adam 10 1 1
Multiview 3e-4 Adam 3 32 4

Table 18: Training details of summarization models.

Figure 6: shows the correlation between the models’
ROUGE-2 scores and the attributes of conversation-
summary pairs that could affect the performance. This
heatmap represents the correlation for English sum-
maries generated from English conversations.

Figure 7: Shows the correlation between the models’
ROUGE-2 scores and the attributes of conversation-
summary pairs that could affect the performance. This
heatmap represents the correlation for English sum-
maries generated from Hindi-English conversations.


